l Introduction. H. Rademacher has proved that a function of n variables satisfying a Lipschitz condition is totally differentiate a e. (almost everywhere) (see, for instance, Saks, [6, pp. 310-311] ). It was discovered by H. Federer (though not stated as a theorem; see [2, p. 442] ) that if /is totally differentiable a.e. in the bounded set P, then there is a closed set Q (Z P with the measure \P -Q\ as small as desired, such that /is smooth (continuously differentiable) in Q; that is, the values of / in Q may be extended through space so that the resulting function g is smooth there.
Theorem 1 of the present paper strengthens the latter theorem by showing that /is approximately totally differentiable a.e. in P if and only if Q exists with the above property. The rest of the paper gives further theorems in the direction of Federer's Theorem, as follows.
Suppose the domain of definition of / were a bounded open set P. Then in applying the part (a) -> (c) of Theorem 1, we might alter / in a set P ~~ Q which included a neighborhood of the boundary of P. In applications, it might be important to keep the values of / in most of a subset close to the boundary of P, or in most of some other subset. That such can be done follows from Theorem 2.
If / satisfies a Lipschitz condition, Theorem 3 shows that g may be made to satisfy a Lipschitz condition also, with a constant which equals a number p n (depending on the number n of variables only) times the constant for /; in the case of one variable, we may take pi -1.
If we weaken the assumption on /, assuming only that it is measurable, then Lusin's Theorem shows that we can alter / on a set of arbitrarily small measure, giving a continuous function g. In the other direction, suppose we assume that / (defined in an open set) has continuous rath partial derivatives, and that these derivatives are totally differentiable a.e. Then Theorem 4 shows that we may alter / on a set of arbitrarily small measure, giving a function g which has continuous partial derivatives of order m + 1. For the case of one variable, this is essentially a theorem of Marcinkiewicz, [5, Theorem 3] .
Examples show that the hypotheses in the theorems cannot be materially , e n of a coordinate system, any vector v can be written in the form Σi$ e/ The length of
\y ~ x j is the distance from x to y. Given n numbers fι{x) 9 * , fn( χ \ se(
2.D F ( x ) -υ = Σ fk(*)"k:
this is linear in υ If /Gc), /(y), and the /^(Λ;) are defined, set U2; eUy) = for y^1 x, and e(%,%) = 0. Let S 2 [a(z)] denote the set of elements z with the property Cί. Given /, and so on, as above, set The measurable function /defined in the set P is a.t.d. (approximately totally differentiable) at x C P in terms of the fy{x) (see [6, p. 300] ) if for each e > 0 the set H{x 9 β) has x as a point of density. (Any standard definition of density points may be used for the purposes of this paper.) If this holds, then x is a point of density of P, and the ffcix) are uniquely determined; if x is a point of density in the direction of each axis, then the f^ix) are the approximate partial derivatives of /at x. The fa are measurable (see [6, p. 299] 
in P.
(c) For each β > 0 there is a closed set Q C P such that | P -Q | < £ α/ιc? / J\S smooth in Q.
(d) There is a sequence of disjoint closed sets Q\, Q 2 , # * * m P such that I P -Q i U @2 U I = 0 αrcc? / is smooth in each Q(.
REMARK.
If f is assumed totally differentiable a.e in P, the proof that (c)
holds is simplified; see [2, p. 442] .
Proof of Theorem 1. For the equivalence of (a) and (b), see [6, pp. 300-303] .
Note that (b) is an obvious consequence of (d). We shall prove the equivalence of Since / is smooth in Qi and x is a point of density of Qi, /(considered now in P) is a. Setting βι -€/6, we may choose 8 so that
Now take any %, y £ () with | y ~ Λ; | < δ. Let / be the largest integer such that l/y > I y ~ Λ; |, and set
Since l/(; + 1) < | y -% | <δ, (2.10) and (2.6) give
Hence there is a point z in R in neither corresponding set; that is,
Since F(x) v is linear in i; and | z -a; |, | z ~ y | < 2|y -%|,we have |y-*|<Si(*), the proof shows that we may make Q ZD Q . For instance, we may make Q contain any given set of points of P in which / is totally differentiable and which has no accumulation points in E n -K. On the other hand, we must expect to drop out a neighborhood of the set of points where / is not totally differentiable. Further, we cannot in general keep in Q any given closed set where f is approximately totally differentiable, as is shown by the following example (in one variable):
. in P in terms of the f^. Then there is a set Q d P such that Q is closed in E n -K and \ (P ~ Q) Π A{ \ < £;, and there is a smooth function g in
E n -K such that g(x) = f(x) and 'dg(x)/'dxj c = fj^x) in Q.
REMARKS. Clearly
Proof of Theorem 2. For each pair {k, I) of positive integers, let U^j be the set of points x satisfying the conditions (with a fixed For each ί, let Xj ?1 , λ ι>2 > * * * be the (finite or infinite) set of numbers such that U'\ i k Π A{ ψ 0. Since the Uj are compact and in E n -K 9 each touches at most a finite number of the A{ hence for given /, there is at most a finite number of values of i such that λj^ = j for some k Let €y be the smallest of the numbers €(/2 , using these values of i and corresponding k Considering /and the /& in P Π Uj alone, apply the proof of Theorem 1 to find a closed set Qj C P Γ\ Uf such that | P Π Uj -Qj \ < β), and such that / is of class C ι in terms of the fy in Qj. Set
Then V is open, Q is closed in E" ~ K, and Q Π {// C Qj. Now (p -ρ) n At = P n F n Λ, = u ; (P n F ; n ^tj, |p nF, I = |p n υ j-Qj \ < e).
Since Vj CZ Uj', P Π Vj{\ Aι is void unless / = λ t ^ for some k. Hence 
REMARKS. It is no restriction to take P closed (or closed in E n ~ X).For if P is not closed, it is easily seen that we may extend /(uniquely) over P so that it is continuous there; then (4.1) now holds in P. (We can in fact extend /to satisfy (4.1)in£ Λ ; see [3] or [4] .) Note that, in (b), Q* C P -P; if K is void, then Q is void, and g is smooth in E n As an immediate consequence of (4.15), we have
The hypothesis of total differentiability a.e. in P, together with
where the /^ are defined, is not enough to give the theorem (unless, for instance, Proof of Theorem 3. To prove the theorem, we first note that (a) is contained in (b); use A x -E n , e ί = € . Next, (d) will follow at once from (4.1) and (4.15)
if we make sure that each point of P is sufficiently close to some point of Q this will clearly be the case if, in applying the proof of Theorem 2, we take the e'j small enough. Also, just as in Theorem 2, (c) will hold. It remains to show that we can obtain the properties in (b), using the proof of Theorem 2. We do this here, except for showing that we can make p γ-1. We must examine the proof of [7, Lemma 2] First, since / is totally differentiable a.e. in P [6, p. 311 ] , we may choose Q as in the proof of Theorem 2; recall that the fa are continuous in Q. We shall use a cubical subdivision of E n -Q, essentially as in [7] , For each integer s (in [7] , only 5 > 0 was used), let K s ' be the set of all cubes of edge length 1/2 S , the coordinates of whose corners are integral multiples of 1/2 S . Let Kς consist of the cubes of Kg whose distances from Q are at least 6τr/2 s . Let K s consist of the cubes of Kς which are not in cubes of X's-i Take any cube
Take C £ &s 9 C £ K s + 2 Then each point of C' is within from Q; hence
Let y this is the value at x of the linear function approximating to / at x . Then set
It is not hard to show that if g = / in Q, then g is smooth in E n -Q* and xi -fi in Q; see the proof of [7, Lemma 2] . We must still prove (4.15).
Take first any x and x' in E n -Q; say for definiteness that (4.9) x e c e Ks, x 1 c c e κ 8 *, s > s *.
Let Λ* be a point of Q nearest to x. Since ΣφjXx) = 1, we may write
We shall find a bound for each non-zero term. First we show that
Consider first any v such that φ v (x) ψ-0. Then by (4.6), , then |* v -**| <2 |«' -x \ , and since I <£"(*') " ΦvW I < 2 and 4Λ^ < 64>NM n n V2 , (4.11) follows again.
Next we show that (4.13) 
Let primes on functions denote differentiation. We shall find a set Q which is
in case (b), and a function g which satisfies (4.1) in E ! and is smooth in E ι -K, and such that g -f and g' = f γ in Q; for e or the e t small enough, Q and g have the required properties.
Let / t , / 2 , * # be the closed intervals whose interiors fill out E ι -Qγ UK.
Extend /through E ι so that (4.1) holds there; see [3] or [4] . Set g 0 -fin
Qι U K, and let g 0 be linear in the I\, so that g 0 is continuous in the closed intervals. Then g 0 is continuous in E ι , and satisfies (4.1) there.
We shall need the following lemma. We use the notation ΔφGc, y) = [φ(y) -φGc)]/(y ~~ *). If φ is linear in some interval [x θ9 b] with % 0 < α, we may set \p = φ. If not, we may choose c < a arbitrarily close to a so that Δφ(c, a) ψ Δφ(α, ύ). Suppose for definiteness that Δφ(c, α) < Δφ (o, 6) . Take a" > a arbitrarily close to α. Because of (4.1), φ is absolutely continuous, and φ(a") -φ{c) -J c α φ' (x)dx. Hence there is a point α' in [c,a] such that φ' (α' ) exists and φ'(a') <Δφ(α', a") < Δφ (α", 6) = φ'(α") that is, the tangents at a' and α" intersect at a point Λ; ' between a 1 and α". Using these tangents except near x' ,and smoothing near x 1 , gives the required ι//. We return to the theorem. Let x l9 x 2 , * * be the set of end points of the intervals /^. Let /' { be an interval about x± , of length < e'[ for some β'{ (see below), with one end point interior to an interval I^ with Xγ as end point. Apply the lemma (or the lemma with x replaced by -#) to find an interior interval // = ίa( 9 a'l ] about x ί , and using φ = g 0 in //', define ψ = g in // . We may require that neither α/ nor αj 7 is any X( In general, having found disjoint intervals //, * , Ij-i , let xfr be the first point of the sequence which is in none of these, and let lj' be an interval about x^9 of length < €y', disjoint from the preceding U Apply the lemma as before to find lj , and define g in lj . Set g = g 0 elsewhere in £ ι . Let (J be the set of points of (? t interior to no lj'. For small enough ej 1 , the inequalities with €* or 6* hold. We shall show that g is smooth in E ι -K and g' = f x in Q\ the other properties of g are clear.
Clearly g' is continuous in a neighborhood of any point interior to an lj' or an /^ , that is, in E 1 -KΌQ Now take any x ζl Q; we shall show thatg'Ot) = fι (x) and g' is continuous at #, considering only points x' > Λ; for which g' (Λ; ') is defined. The same fact holds for x' < x 9 and this will complete the proof. By definition of g 9 this is true if x is the left hand end point of some lj' suppose this is not the case.
Given e' > 0, choose S so that (5.1) holds, and so that \fχ(x') ~/iU)| < e' for x'G Qι 9 |Λ;' -# I < δ . Choose y > x in Qγ within δ of x. Now any difference quotient of /, with points in [x 9 y] Π Qχ 9 is within 2e' of f ι (x) Currier [l] , these are equal a.e. in P. Where this is so for all i 9 j 9 it is clear that we may define fa with or^ -m + 1 uniquely. Let P ' be the subset of P in which the f^ exist for σ^ < m + 1, and each f^ (σ^ = m) is totally differentiable in terms of the // (/; > k( , σ[ -m + 1); then \P -P' \ = 0. As seen in Section 2, the f^ are measurable. As in [7] , let ψk( χ ' Λ;), for cr^. < m 9 be the value at x' of the polynomial of degree at most m ~~ cr^ which has the same value and partial derivatives of order < m~~ &k at x as f^. Then
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Let Rfc (x' x) be the corresponding remainder in Taylor's expansion: (6.2) Rk(χ' χ) =fk (χ')-Ψk(χ';χ) , σ k <m.
Define \fj£ and /?/J similarly for x £ P ' , with m replaced by m + 1. We shall say a remainder Rfc is of order m' at x° if the following is true. For each e' > 0 there is a 8 > 0 such that (6.3) |Λί(*;*°)| <eΊ*-*Ί"' if |*-*°|<δ.
Recall from [7] that in a closed set, / is of class C 
